Complex behaviors arise from a combination of simpler genetic modules that either have 38 evolved separately or co-evolved. Many genes and proteins they encode have been found to 39 be involved in cognitive information processing with a single variant or a single gene 40 generally accounting for only a partial phenotypic variation of a complex trait, such as 41 cognition. Cognition as a quintessence of brain functioning can be viewed as a product of 42 intricately interlinked networks generated by deeply embedded into it gene-nodes with 43 specific or partially overlapping functions. The robustness of the cognitive processing 44 towards its single elements genetic eliminations (to study their function) and its simultaneous 45 fragility expressed in the multiple forms of neurological disorders manifest the existence of 46 cognitive domains interlocked but SF within a unit of cognition formed upon these domains 47 interaction. Previously, we have described a function of a pair of gene paralogs, NTNG1 and 48 NTNG2, involved in human IQ tests performance, and underwent hominin-specific 49 evolutionary changes (2). Hereby, we report on these gene paralogs features focusing on 50 underlying mechanisms of their function segregation and complementation within the 51 cognitive domains. 52 pathologies diagnosed in most cases (if only not in all) by a cognitive decline ( Figure 1A-1  56 and A-2). Both genes are associated with BD and SCZ -devastating disorders sharing similar 57 etiology (3) with genetic correlation by multivariate analysis of 0.590 (4), linked to human 58 creativity (5), and characterized by impulsiveness as a common diagnostic feature (6). 59
Recently found associations of both paralogs with ASD (7) supports the reported genetic 60 correlation of 0.194 ASD/SCZ pair (4) and shared module eigengenes detected by PC1 61 among these two disorders (8). 12 NTNG1-linked CDs, ranging from AD to TS, span a broad 62 spectrum of clinical features frequently involving reduced processing speed (PS) and verbal 63 comprehension (VC, Figure 1A -1). As for NTNG2, working memory (WM) deficit and 64 inability "to bind" events (perceptual organization, PO) are the most prominent diagnostic 65 traits for the SLE and TLE patients ( Figure 1A -2), with PN also being characterised by 66 indolent behavior in 90% of the cases (9). Interestingly to note that association of the 67 synapse-expressed NTNG2 with both SCZ and autoimmune pathology (SLE) correlates with 68 a recent finding that human complement component C4 is involved in the synapse 69 elimination and SCZ development (10). Thus, both NTNG paralogs are associated with a 70 variety of CDs and mostly in a non-overlapping manner, except for ASD, BD and SCZ 71 characterized by shared and wide spectrum of cognitive abnormalities. The clinical etiology 72 of the aforementioned diseases supports the deduced by IQ functional complementation 73 existing among the NTNG paralogs (2) with (VC/PS) and (WM/PO) endophenotypic deficits 74 being uniquely segregated within the associated cognitive pathologies. 75
Since both gene paralogs are expected to have identical gene exon/intron 76 compositions but different in their intron lengths (11) we have reconstructed both paralogs 77 proteins) substantially more different among the both gene paralogs. To corroborate this 157 observation and to explore the importance of other protein parts we have directly compared 158 the sequences encoded by the full-length transcripts and producing Netrin-G1m and Netrin-159 G2b ( Figure 3C) . Similarly to what has been shown on Figure 3B -1 and 3B-2, the lowest 160 identity (17.5%) is represented by the Ukd domain (encoded by the exons 6 and 7) and by the 161 preceding it exon 5 (a 3'-part of the LE1 domain). Two other areas also show a substantially 162 low identity, namely the N-terminus (it includes the protein secretory signal indicated by an 163 arrow) and the outmost C-terminus responsible for the unique feature of Netrin-Gs -the GPI 164 attachment. Thus, based on the percent identity comparisons among the Netrin-G paralogs it 165 can be predicted that there are several potential protein parts contributing to the paralogs SF. 166
As it has been reported by Seiradake et al. (13), identical gene and protein domain 167 compositions result in the identical structural motif with differences only in the spatial 168 arrangement of the loops facing the post-synaptic Netrin-G's interacting partners, NGL-1 and 169 NGL-2, respectively ( Figure 3D ). Loop I binding surfaces alignment ( Figure 3C , blue color) 170
shows a high level of conservation (with at least 5 amino acids 100% conserved) among the 171 Netrin-G paralogs, indicating that it is unlikely to be responsible for the cognate ligand 172 binding specificity. Neither Loop II ( Figure 5C , yellow color) nor Loop III ( Figure 5C , 173 orange color) display a single conserved amino acid shared among the paralogous binding 174 interfaces (as it has originally been described in (13) Usefulness of animals as psychiatric models is also compromised by the fact that 214 transcriptome differences within species tissues is smaller than among the homologous 215 tissues of different species (35, 36) . No wonder that the compounds that "cure" mice models 216 consistently fail in human trials (discussed in (37)). 217 NTNG paralogs brain transcriptome intrinsic complementarity and possible mechanism for 218 the IQ-affecting mutation alleles effect. There is no global change at the mRNA level 219 between healthy subjects and SCZ patients ( Figure 1B ). This conclusion is supported by 220 previously published works stating that globally altered mRNA expression of NTNG1 or 221 NTNG2 is unlikely to confer disease susceptibility, at least in the temporal lobe (38), and 222
Brodmann's area (39). However, the original paper-source of the STG samples RNA-seq 223 along with many other genes (>1,000) found that NTNG1 (but not NTNG2) falls within the 224 group of genes with significant alternative promoter usage ((12): ST6, p<9.05E-10 at FDR 225 <0.5) and NTNG2 (but not NTNG1) clusters with genes (>700) with significant alternative Netrin-G2 relative to modern human contains T346A point mutation (as per current version 300 of hg19), also found in primates and mouse and known as rs4962173 (dbSNP missense 301 mutation) representing an ancient substitution from Neandethal genomes found in modern 302 humans and reflecting a recent acquisition of the novel allele around 5,300 yrs BC. Nothing 303 predicts it to be glycosylated, see SM). Another mutation, S371A/V, reflects a selective 308 sweep in Netrin-G2 protein from primates to hominins within a similar to T346A functional 309 context when a hydrophobic alanine (in chimpanzee, A)/valine (in marmoset, V) is replaced 310 by a polar serine (S) with a strong positive predictions for glycosylation but not 311 phosphorylation (see SM). This poses a question whether these two human-specific protein 312 substitutions associate with advanced cognitive traits as they may represent a hidden layer of 313 poorly studied so far protein glycosylation-associated regulatome known to affect the brain 314 function and diseases (66, 67). Adding more to this, T346 is nested on exon 5 just 20 nu away 315 from the affecting WM score rs2274855 mutation allele (2), and, together with S371A/V, 316 they are both located within the lowest percent identity area (exons (5-7)) of Netrin-Gs 317 ( Figure 3C ) and, proposedly, contributing to the NTNG duplicates SF. There are at least three 318 more protein parts potentially contributing to the gene paralogs specialised function 319 subdivision (based on the low identity scores, Figure 3C The overall identical structural scaffold among the Netrin-G paralogs ( Figure 3D ) is 336 likely to represent an anciently preserved one of the primordial protein (encoded by a single 337 gene in the primitive urochordate C.intestinalis) and its contribution to the process of SF 338 among the NTNG paralogs goes against the "structure drives function" concept. It looks like 339 that it is not the "structure" but rather the "evolution" itself that drives a selection for the best 340 structural (or unstructural in our case) fit out of the available frameworks provided by the 341 gene duplicates to fulfill the emerged functional demand in a new ecological niche. The 342 intricate variability of phenotype is grounded by the conserved nature of genotype and 343 constrained by the "structure-function" limitations of the coding DNA and is only possible 344 due to permissive evolutionary continuing elaborations of non-coding areas able to absorb the 345 most recently acquired elements (having a potential to become regulatory at some point, e.g. been proposed to be associated with the evolution of human-specific traits (80). NTNG1 has 369 also been reported among the "adaptive plasticity genes" (81) potentiating rapid adaptive 370 evolution in guppies (NTNG2 was not found in the input RNA). 
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